
Welcome to Reception

Meet and Greet 



Attendance



Our expectations
Children are expected to attend school regularly and punctually.

Missing out on lessons leaves children vulnerable to falling behind. Children with poor 
attendance achieve less in both primary and secondary school.’
Our aim at St Martins School is for our whole school attendance to be in line with or 
above local and national figures.

An attendance of 97% or higher is a realistic target which would allow our pupils to 
flourish in all aspects of their growth.

Schools that improve attendance, maintain high levels of attendance and 
minimise persistent absence all have a number of features in common.
They ‘Listen, understand, empathise and support – but do not tolerate’.



Absence procedures

• Parents must contact the school as early as possible on the first day of their child’s 
absence and every subsequent day of absence – updating the school on their child’s 
condition and expected day of return. 

• You are kindly asked to contact school on 01691 776500, ideally by 8:30am if your 
child is not attending school.

• School will send out an absence email should contact not have been made.

• For pupils who are absent from school, in line with Shropshire policy, work will NOT 
be set for pupils to complete. 



Lateness

• Punctuality is very important and lateness will not be tolerated. 

• The gate to Primary is opened for pupils to enter school and be ready for learning at 
8.45am and is then locked at 8.55am. 

• Pupils reaching school outside of this time will need to enter and sign in at the main 
reception.

• Unauthorised lateness after schools registration has closed will receive a code ‘U’ to 
indicate that the pupil is in school after arriving late, this will count as an absent mark.



Appointments

• As far as possible, we ask that you should attempt to book medical and dental 
appointments outside of school hours. 

• Where this is not possible, appointments cards or letters should be brought to school 
to enable authorisation of absence.

• If the appointment requires the pupil to leave during the school day, they must be 
signed out by a parent/carer and signed back in on their return.

• Pupils must attend school before and after the appointment where possible. 



Good attendance means… 
BEING IN SCHOOL AT LEAST 96% OF THE TIME; 

NO MORE THAN 8 DAYS OFF.



Regular absence

• Our target attendance within school is 96%.

• Should an individual child’s attendance fall below this level staff will invite 
parents/carers into school to discuss how we can support you/your child in improving 
levels of attendance.

• The Educational Welfare Officer will also be monitoring attendance and will offer 
additional support in this area.



Regular absence
In the case of regular absence or continued absence or attendance which falls below 

expectations, medical evidence for proof of absence may be requested. This evidence 
may include:
• GP appointment card (name/date/time clearly stated)
• Prescription
• Medical packaging with name of child on.
• Medication.
• Hospital letter/appointment letter.

Arrangements will be made for parents/carers to meet with their class teacher or a 
member of the Student Support Services team to support pupils in improving their 
attendance.  



Settling into Reception
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We are so pleased at how well the children have settled 
into the class.

Our role in Reception is to help continue your child’s 
learning journey through the Early Years Foundation 
Stage (EYFS) and ultimately guide them towards the 
Early Learning Goals (ELG’s) in the Summer Term.

The Early Learning Goals are a series of statements 
which your child will be assessed against in the Summer 
Term and they are assessed either as having met the 
ELG’s or are working towards them.
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Examples 
of some 
of the 
ELG’s
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Our daily routine
Our day begins with the children accessing activities that 
are linked to things they have been working on in class.

morning Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8.55-9.05 Registration
+ fine motor

skills

Registration
+ fine motor

skills

Registration
+ fine motor

skillS

Registration
+ fine motor

skills

Registration
+ fine motor

skills

9.05 – 9.25 Drawing Club Drawing Club Drawing Club Planning 
Time

Drawing Club

9.25 –
10.30

Child 
initiated time

+ snack

Child 
initiated time

+ snack

Child 
initiated time

+ snack
Forest School

+ snack

Child 
initiated time

+ snack

10.30 –
10.50

Phonics Phonics Phonics Phonics Phonics

10.50 -
10.55

Brain gym Brain gym Brain gym Brain gym Brain gym

10.55 –
11.20

Maths Maths Maths Maths Maths

11.25 –
11.35

story story story story story

LUNCHTIME



Lunch time
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◼ Children are all entitled to a free school lunch under the 
Government Scheme known as Universal Free School Meals.

◼ They will be entitled to this until the end of Year 2.
◼ There are different things on the menu each day and we 

do encourage your child to try things they may not have 
done before.

◼ Each day there is pasta and jacket potatoes available.
◼ You can also provide a packed lunch for your child if you 

prefer.



P.E
◼ We currently have P.E on a Wednesday

afternoon.
◼ We ask that children come to school dressed in 

their P.E kit
◼ Please can you make sure that your child has a 

white t-shirt, black shorts and black 
pumps/trainers.

◼ As the weather gets colder children can wear 
black jogging bottoms/leggings

◼ These sessions link to the Physical Development 
section of our EYFS framework.
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Forest School
◼ Our Reception class have a Forest School session weekly on 

a Thursday morning.
◼ In this area the children are encouraged to explore their 

environment and undertake activities related to being out 
in nature such as making mud pies, making forest school 
crowns, bug hunting and experiencing the different seasons 
first-hand.

◼ Please can we ask that your child comes dressed for Forest 
School (apart from wearing wellies and waterproofs which 
should be in a separate bag along with spare clothes)
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Maths Mastery
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In this school we use a mastery approach to 
the teaching of Maths.
This method of teaching aims to ensure all 
children have a secure and deep 
understanding of number and mathematical 
concepts, by building up knowledge in small 
and logical steps. 

This makes maths accessible to the majority 
of children. 
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Concepts are built in small, logical steps and are 
explored through clear mathematical models and 
images. 
The focus is on depth – not acceleration – so that 
all children have a chance to embed learning. 

We will be helping children to develop a deeper 
understanding of numbers to 10.

For example when looking at the number 5 children 
will develop understanding of what 5 looks like –
how it can be made up and represented in different 
ways.



Reading in Reception
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• Being able to read is the most important skill 
children will learn during their early schooling

• The ability to read has far reaching implications for 
life-long confidence and well-being.

• We teach our children to read through using a 
Systematic Synthetic Phonics Programme.  Our 
programme is called SUPERSONIC PHONIC 
FRIENDS



Reading in Reception

The children have a daily phonics session where they are 
introduced to a letter shape and the sound it makes.

Children can begin to read simple words after having only 
learnt 6 letter sounds.

We spend a lot of time ensuring that children can hear 
and say individual sounds in words.  We call this oral 
blending and segmenting.
It is a vital skill for early reading and without it children 
will struggle to read independently.

We also show the children how to form the letters and 
encourage them to have a go themselves.
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Each letter has a rhyme to go with it to help children remember which way 
the letter is formed.
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Letter formation sheet

Your child will be 
encouraged to start 
at the green leaf and 
end at the red leaf



• The ability to blend and segment is essential to 
being a successful reader and writer.

• We put a high priority on these early skills and 
only move a child onto the reading scheme when 
we feel they are ready.

• Children will choose a book to share with you at 
home – this is book for you to read to them.

• They will then start to bring home books or 
simple sentences linked to the sounds they have 
learnt.  This will be something they will have a go 
at reading independently. 

Links to reading and writing
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PHONICS WORKSHOP
Monday 2nd October

at 9.15 
in the Primary Studio

Please come along to find out 
about how we teach phonics 

and how to help your child at 
home!! 
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Thanks for 
listening!!

Questions?


